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About This Game

Casual puzzle on the theme of a romantic evening in a cafe.

 Sometimes, a thousand accidents have to happen so that two people can meet by accident. Valentines Cafe game in which a lot
of stories, a lot of accidents that will tie the player. A coffee shop, the management of which will take the player, is the home of

lonely souls and our task is to link them together, and then begin the first of difficulty, with each level of the game increases
difficulty, adds new terms, and single people are more picky.

 A little puzzle to remember where we are in the role of Cupid we have to connect people with each other. The game develops
your visual and associative memory, because you will not have to remember numbers, but people with their features.

 Enjoy the game!
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Well if you like steam achievements then get this game. I do enjoy the music as well. the actual game play your not doing much.
You just matching people together with different color shirts. You can screw up until you match the right couple. Besides if you
single would you want to play this game? Matching couples together......

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZQ_FWpPFs4A
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